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WOMEN´S  ICE  HOCKEY

RULE 100 WOMEN’S HOCKEY - AGE CATEGORIES
                                                                                                                                                                              
100.1. DEFINITION WOMEN’S HOCKEY AGE CATEGORIES
According to the IIHF Statutes and Bylaws, the Player eligibility and age categories are defined as follows:

Women’s Hockey “Senior”- Age Category

Players participating in any IIHF Ice Hockey Women’s World Championship must be eligible to compete as a female athlete and be  

at least eighteen (18) years old by December 31 of the year in which the Championship Season ends.

Players who do not meet the minimum age requirements, but who will have their 16th or 17th birthday in the year in which the  

Championship Season ends, may participate if they have a signed an “Under-age” waiver as stipulated in IIHF Bylaw 10.6.2.

Women’s Hockey “Under 18” and “Under-aged” Category

Players participating in any IIHF Ice Hockey U18 Women’s World Championship must be eligible to compete as a female athlete and 

be no younger than fifteen (15) years of age, and no older than eighteen (18) years of age, by December 31 of the year in which the 

Championship Season ends. No “Under-age” waiver is permitted.

 »   For more information refer to IIHF Sport Regulations and IIHF Statutes & Bylaws.

RULE 101 WOMEN’S HOCKEY – SPECIFIC PLAYING RULES

101.1. ILLEGAL HIT IN WOMEN’S HOCKEY
In Women’s Hockey “bodychecking” is allowed when there is a clear intention of playing the puck or attempting to “gain possession” 

of the puck with the exception from the situation described in this rule.

If two (2) Players are in pursuit of the puck, they are reasonably allowed to push and lean into each other provided that “possession 

of the puck” remains the sole object of the two (2) Players.

A player that makes an illegal hit on an opponent described in this rule will be assessed one of a: 

(I)  Minor Penalty (2’)

(II)  Major Penalty (5’) and automatic Game Misconduct Penalty

(III)  Match Penalty (MP)

If two (2) or more Players are competing for “possession of the puck”, they are not allowed to use the boards to make contact with 

an opponent to eliminate her from the play, push her into the boards, or pin her along the boards.

A Player, who is stationary, is entitled to that area of the ice. It is up to the opponent to avoid body contact with such a Player. If that 

Player is stationed between the opponent and the puck, the opponent is obliged to skate around the stationary Player.

If a Player with the puck is skating directly at an opponent who is stationary, it is the obligation of the puck carrier to “avoid contact”.

But, if the puck carrier makes every effort to “avoid contact” and the opponent moves into the puck carrier, that opponent  

will be assessed at least a Minor Penalty (2’) for an “illegal hit”.

Players are allowed to “hold their ground” any time that they have established their position on the ice. No player is required to move 

out of the way of an oncoming player to avoid a collision.

Any move by a Player to step or glide into an opposing Player will be assessed at least a Minor Penalty (2’) for an “illegal hit”.
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